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A B S T R A C T

Two-high screw rolling of billets was carried out using a MISIS-130D rolling mill. AISI 321 steel 

billets were deformed with feed angles of rolls of 6°, 12°, 18° and 24°. The diameter reduction was 

17%, with the initial billets’ diameter being 60 mm. An axial fracture, the so-called Mannesmann 

effect, of the billets was observed after screw rolling.  The experimental rolling was simulated using 

QForm finite element method software. Initial and boundary conditions were set in concordance 

with the experimental rolling. Several damage criteria were used for fracture prediction during 

computer simulation. The results of computer simulation of fracture prediction were compared 

with the billets fracture after screw rolling for stationary and non-stationary stages. The most ef-

fective parameter (in terms of fracture prediction) is triaxiality. The distribution of this parameter 

showed that the higher the feed angle value is, the lower the fracture risk is. Notably, the risk of 

fracture is lower at a stationary stage compared with the same risk of fracture at a non-stationary 

stage; the listed trends agree with experimental rolling results. The Oyane, Ayada, Brozzo, and 

Cockroft-Latham Normalized criteria are partly effective. These criteria are ineffective for fracture 

prediction 6 degrees feed angle of rolls because they showed that fracture is most probable at the 

billet’s surface, which contradicts the experimental rolling results. All these criteria are partly ef-

fective when predicting a less fracture risk at a stationary stage compared with the same criteria at a 

non-stationary stage or when predicting a decrease of fracture with increasing the rolls feed angle.
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Introduction

Screw rolling is widely used in metallurgical manu-

facturing [1–3]. An axial fracture of billets may occur at 

some forming modes during two-high screw rolling [4]. 

It is noticed that an axial fracture creates plug “self-cen-

tering” during two-high screw piercing [5]. The FEM 

(Finite Element Method) computer simulation is used 

to predict fracture during two-high screw rolling. The 

DEFORM FEM software was used by the authors of [6] 

to estimate an axial fracture, the so-called Mannesmann 

effect, during two-high screw rolling by using billets with 

an axial hole. Computer simulation of an axial fracture in 

front of the plug’s nose was done in [7], but without any 

experimental verification. The Forge FEM software with 

an inbuilt modified Lemaitre damage model was used for 

predicting the Mannesmann effect in [8, 9]. The designed 

model, which was verified, simulated fracture dimensions 

not higher than 10% of the experimental ones. However, 

as it is shown in [10], the fracture simulated in [8, 9] starts 

less than half way of the billet’s diameter from the billet’s 

end. It is shown experimentally in [11] that the fracture 

starts at half of the billet’s diameter from the billet’s end 

during two-high screw rolling. It is crucial to further in-

vestigate two-high screw rolling by means of computer 

simulation and experimental estimation to predict the 

fracture of billets. 

The aim of the research was to estimate the effective-

ness of different criteria for fracture prediction during 

computer simulation of two-high screw rolling of AISI 

321 billets with different feed angles of rolls.

Materials and methods

Two-high screw rolling of AISI 321 billets in the MISIS-

130D mill [10] was performed to estimate a tendency for 

piercing through the appearance (or not appearance) of 

an axial fracture. The billets had a length of 300 mm and 

a diameter of 60 mm. Screw rolling was done in one pass 

at 1200 °C, the reduction was 17% (till 50 mm diameter). 

The rolls rotation frequency was 60 revolutions per minute. 

Screw rolling was done with 6°, 12°, 18°, and 24° of the 

feed angle of rolls. After screw rolling was conducted, an 

axial fracture was observed for rolling with 6° and 12° of 

the feed angle of rolls (Fig. 1). Experimental rolling was 

simulated using QForm FEM software. 3D models of 

rolls, billet, guiding shoes, pusher and entry and exit hold-

ers were created using SolidWorks. The designed models 

were positioned into assembly, saved in .step format, and 

downloaded into the QShape geometry editor (Fig. 2). 

Computer simulation was done in accordance with 

the experimental rolling parameters. The heat exchange 

between tolls and billet was set as “Simple” [12], there 

was no heat exchange between the pusher and the billet 

and the holders and the billet. The friction factor for the 

roll-billet was set as 3 (Siebel friction law), for the guiding 

shoe–billet, it was set as 0.3, for the pusher–billet and the 

holder–billet, the friction factor was set as 0.1. 

Results and discussion

The estimation of fraction criteria changing at sta-

tionary and non-stationary stages for different rolls feed 
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angles was done due to the results of computer simula-

tion. The Normalized Cockroft-Latham (NCL), Oyane, 

Ayada and Brozzo damage criteria and triaxiality param-

eter were chosen for estimation. The NCL criterion value 

is calculated according to the formula:
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where ε– is the accumulated strain, d ε– is the accumu-

lated strain increment, σ* is the maximum tensile stress; 

σ– is the stress effective. The authors in [12] noticed that 

the NCL criterion is widely used, which is due to its 

simpli city, minimum material data necessary, and satis-

factory accuracy during fracture prediction at different 

forming processes. 

The Oyane criterion was used in [13] to predict a frac-

ture during three-high screw rolling:
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where A and С are the material’ s constants; σm is the mean 

stress; σeq is the stress effective; εeq.f is the accumulated 

strain; dε is the accumulated strain increment.

The authors of [14] posit that the Ayada and Brozzo 

criteria are among the most often used. The Ayada crite-

rion value is calculated according to the formula:  
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where ε is the strain effective; η is the stress triaxiality [12]. 

The Brozzo criterion value is calculated according to the 

formula: 
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where σ1 is the maximum principle stress; σi  is the stress 

effective; σm is the mean stress; ε is the strain effective.

It is shown in [15, 16] that the mean stress – stress 

effective ratio (the authors of [12] name this ratio as a nor-

malized mean stress, the same ration when multiplied by a 

constant named a rigidity coefficient under stress condi-

tion [12, 15–17]) provides a satisfactory fracture predic-

tion during screw rolling processes. Using this ratio allows 

predicting the fracture location and identifying the main 

process parameters such as the number of rolls, the feed 

angle value, and some other parameters that affect the 

fracture, its value and location. The most known name 

for this ratio is “stress triaxiality” or “triaxiality” [8, 12, 

14–16, 18]. The calculation of this value is realized in the 

QForm software:

,mσ
η =

σ
 (5)

where σm is the mean stress; σ  is the stress effective.

The computer simulation results allowed estimation 

of changing of the chosen criteria (formulae (1)–(5)) for 

6 points located along the billet’s radius with 4 mm step. 

The point tracking was done for radii located in the cross 

section at 25 mm form the billet’s end (non-stationary 

stage of screw rolling) and in the cross section in the mid-

dle of the billet (stationary stage of screw rolling). The 

data with the criteria values were exported from QForm 

into Microsoft Excel and the graphics were built using 

second degree polynomial trend lines to show how the 

criteria values change along the billet’s radius at stationary 

and non-stationary stages (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4).

According to Figs. 3 and 4, changing of the NCL, 

Oyane, Ayada and Brozzo damage criteria show that the 

fracture is more probable on the surface of the billet rather 

than in the billet’s center where the feed angle is 6 degrees. 

This contradicts the experimental results because there 

was an axial fracture. Fig. 3, d shows that for the Ayada 

criterion, the risk of a fracture at 12° and 18° of the feed 

Fig. 1. Axial (longitudinal) fracture of the billets after 
two-high screw rolling at the rolls feed angle (�) 
equal to 6°, 12°, 18°, and 24°

Fig. 2. QForm assemble for two-high screw rolling 
simulation with rolls feed angle equal to 18° 
(one guiding shoe is not shown for convenience)
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angle is almost the same. For a more detailed analysis, 

the mean values of the criteria for different screw rolling 

stages and rolls feed angle values were calculated (Table) 

for the points being tracked. 

According to [19], the range of strains and stresses 

at two-high screw rolling of the AISI 321 steel billet at 

the stationary stage is less compared with the non-sta-

tionary stage. It suggests lower non-uniformity of strains 

Fig. 3. Changing of the NCL (a), 
Triaxiality (b), Oyane (c), 
Ayada (d) and Brozzo (e) 
criteria at the non-stationary 
stage of two-high screw rolling 
at 6° (1), 12° (2), 18° (3) and 
24° (4) of the rolls feed angle

а

а

d

d

b

b

e

e

c

c

Fig. 4. Changing of the NCL (a), 
Triaxiality (b), Oyane (c), 
Ayada (d) and Brozzo (e) 
criteria at the stationary stage 
of two-high screw rolling at 6° 
(1), 12° (2), 18° (3) and 24° (4) 
of the rolls feed angle

Mean values of the NCL, Triaxiality, Oyane, Ayada and Brozzo damage criteria at the non-stationary and stationary stages and different 

rolls feed angle values

Rolls feed angle value, ° Screw rolling stage NCL Triaxiality Oyane Ayada Brozzo

6 Non-stationary 0.571 0.052 1.571 0.085 0.721

Stationary 0.857 0.048 2.402 0.182 1.142

12 Non-stationary 0.385 –0.002 0.995 0.068 0.513

Stationary 0.505 –0.006 1.284 0.086 0.718

18 Non-stationary 0.388 0.002 0.431 0.072 0.516

Stationary 0.450 –0.007 1.103 0.062 0.629

24 Non-stationary 0.322 –0.006 0.771 0.052 0.426

Stationary 0.374 –0.012 0.931 0.035 0.523
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and stresses at the stationary stage and, hence, a lower risk 

of a fracture. This trend is supported by the experiments 

(see Fig. 1): while moving from the billet’s end (non-sta-

tionary stage) towards its middle (stationary stage), the 

fracture volume decreases. Hence, the mean va lues of the 

criteria at the stationary stage should be less compared 

with those at the non-stationary stage. The described 

trends are fully supported only by triaxiality changing 

(Table). A partial correspondence to the above stated 

trends is for the Ayada damage criterion (18° and 24°rolls 

feed angle). 

The diagrams in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 and Table show that 

in the aggregate all the chosen items, except triaxiality 

parameter, are the least effective when the rolls feed angle 

is 6 degrees.

Total or partial inefficiency of the Oyane, Ayada, 

Brozzo and NCL criteria could be due to using the in-

crement of strain effective or accumulated strain in the 

formulas used to calculate these criteria values. Both 

specified parameters have their maximum on the surface 

of the billet rather than in the center during two-high 

screw rolling [20], which results in higher criteria values 

on the billet’s surface compared with its center (see Fig. 3 

and Fig. 4).  

Conclusions

Two-high screw rolling with 6°, 12°, 18°, and 24° of the 

rolls feed angle was simulated using the QForm FEM soft-

ware to predict a possible fracture using different damage 

criteria. The computer simulation results were compared 

with the experimental data. It was established, that fraction 

risk, fraction character and its dependence on the rolls’ 

feed angle are most effectively estimated by the distribution 

of triaxiality parameter. As a result of this, it is expected to 

be efficient to use such tools as Kolmogorov damage model 

[17, 21] or Bao-Wierzbicki damage model [22] which are 

designed using triaxiality parameter. The Normalized 

Cockroft-Latham, Oyane, Ayada, and Brozzo damage cri-

teria are ineffective for fracture prediction at screw rolling.
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